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SUMMARY

Coronavirus nucleocapsid protein (NP) of SARS-CoV-2 plays a central role in many functions important for
virus proliferation including packaging and protecting genomic RNA. The protein shares sequence, struc-
ture, and architecturewith nucleocapsid proteins frombetacoronaviruses. TheN-terminal domain (NPRBD)
binds RNA and the C-terminal domain is responsible for dimerization. After infection, NP is highly ex-
pressed and triggers robust host immune response. The anti-NP antibodies are not protective and not
neutralizing but can effectively detect viral proliferation soon after infection. Two structures of SARS-
CoV-2 NPRBDwere determined providing a continuousmodel from residue 48 to 173, including RNA bind-
ing region and key epitopes. Five structures of NPRBD complexeswith humanmAbswere isolated using an
antigen-bait sorting. Complexes revealed a distinct complement-determining regions and unique sets of
epitope recognition. This may assist in the early detection of pathogens and designing peptide-based vac-
cines. Mutations that significantly increase viral load were mapped on developed, full length NP model,
likely impacting interactions with host proteins and viral RNA.

INTRODUCTION

More than three years into the current pandemic of COVID-19, there are more questions than answers about the Severe Acute Respiratory

Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). SARS-CoV-2 is spherical, enveloped, non-segmented, (+) sense RNA virus with a large �30 kbs

genome that despite its size shows remarkable ability to spread and mutate among human and animal populations.1–5 The SARS-CoV-2

genome encodes nearly 30 proteins, including 4 structural, 15 non-structural and �10 accessory proteins. The 4 structural proteins include:

N (nucleocapsid, here abbreviated NP), S (spike; providing the ‘‘corona’’ of the virus), M (membrane) and E (envelope).6 The SARS-CoV-2

structural proteins are essential.7 The S protein, which facilitates receptor attachment and promotes membrane fusion, is the key target

for neutralizing antibodies, and is the focus of current mRNA-based vaccines. Unfortunately, significant accumulation of mutations in this pro-

tein has themost pronounced impact on the efficacy of these vaccines.8–10 The E protein contains hydrophobic N-terminal domain and C-ter-

minal domain is required for viroporin formation and viral assembly. The M transmembrane protein possesses hydrophilic C-terminal and

amphipathic N-terminal regions, and promotes spike incorporation and, through interaction with E and NP, it facilitates virion assembly.

NP, the most abundant viral protein, is essential for viral life cycle.11,12 In the mature virus, the gRNA is covered by NP that protects RNA

against hydrolysis. NP is critical for assembling viral gRNA and organizing it into ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex for packaging into mature

virion.13,14 This is a crucial function of NP as a single break of gRNA chainmakes it translationally inoperable. TheNP is also essential for linking

the viral genome to the viral membrane through interaction with the M protein.15

In SARS-CoV-2, NP, like other structural proteins and Orfs, is translated from subgenomic RNA (sgRNA)6,16 coding for a 422-residues,

46 kDa protein. Betacoronavirus NPs share a common overall domain structure, with well-ordered N-terminal RNA-binding domain (NPRBD)

and C-terminal dimerization domain (NPCTD).11,17 These domains are linked by a serine-rich region, which contains several regulatory phos-

phorylation sites.18,19 There are also unstructured regions on N- and C-termini of NP. Self-association of the full-length SARS-CoV-1 NP and

the isolated NPCTD was initially demonstrated by yeast two-hybrid analysis, and the purified full-length protein was shown to self-associate

into predominantly dimers as functional units in solution.20,21 NPRBD binds genomic RNA to form RNP, while the NPCTD with disordered

C-terminus promotes the dimerization of RNP,22–24 as shown by the structure of SARS-CoV-2 NPCTD (PDB id: 6wji).25 The dimerization is fol-

lowed by the formation of the higher-order RNP assemblies, but this process is not well understood. It likely involves cooperative interactions
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between the NPCTD and other viral proteins. Recent in situ cryoelectron tomography of SARS-CoV-2 virions has revealed a beads-on-a-string

like arrangement of globular RNP complexes with local branching and stacks of helical filaments.13

Several other, non-structural functions have also been associated with the coronavirus NP.21 This includes complement hyperactivation

which may lead to collateral aggravated tissue injury having major impact on morbidity and mortality.26 Complement is one of the first lines

of defense in innate immunity and is essential for cellular integrity and tissue homeostasis, as well as for modifying the adaptive immune

response. Moreover, NP proteolysis results in the formation of additional stable proteoforms that interact with host proteins.21 Interestingly,

the R203K + G204R mutations result in increased virus replication and higher-level viral RNA and protein expression both in vitro and in vivo.

These mutations increase nucleocapsid phosphorylation and confer resistance to the inhibition of the host glycogen synthase kinase-3

(GSK-3).19

Even though the NP is located inside of the viral particle rather than on its surface, the excessive amount of it results in a very strong im-

mune response in patients infected with SARS-CoV-1 and -CoV-2.27–29 These patients show higher and earlier antibody responses to the NP

than to S protein, or other viral proteins.28,30–32 The NP elicits high titers of binding antibodies in humoral immune responses shortly after

infection.31 A possible explanation is that in host cells with actively replicating coronavirus there is a significant accumulation of NPs. This pro-

tein binds to various RNAs including viral gRNA, sgRNAs, and host RNAs. These factors provide a detection advantage over other coronavirus

antigen targets and therefore NP is the main target for COVID-19 identification by antigen detection.

Surprisingly, there is very limited number of structures of coronaviral NP complexes with human antibodies available, particularly for SARS-

CoV-2. To fill this gap and to better understand the SARS-CoV-2 NP structure, structural differences between NPs of related coronaviruses

including SARS-CoV-1, potential presentation epitopes and antibody recognition we determined two structures of NPRBD and five structures

of NPRBD complexes with SARS-CoV-2 NP-specific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) derived from the COVID-19 convalescent patient. To un-

derstand the structure and function of SARS-CoV-2 NP we also modeled full-length NP, the NP dimer and complex with RNA. This modeling

was aided by the available structures of the NPCTD domain of SARS-CoV-1 and CoV-2 and several related coronaviruses, AlphaFold models,

and our own modeling efforts.

RESULTS

Crystal structures of N-terminal RNA-binding domain in two different crystal forms

The first two structures of SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD were determined in 2020 and immediately deposited to the Protein DataBank (PDB) to aid com-

munity efforts. The high-resolution structure was determined in the orthorhombic form at 1.70 Å (Table S1). There are four NPRBD monomers

arranged in head-to-tail manner in the asymmetric unit. In chain A we modeled residues 50–173 and in chains B, C and D residues 49–173.

Each monomer binds 2-(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES), one chloride and one zinc ion, and one molecule of glycerol at the inter-

face between two monomers (Figure 1; Table S1). The second NPRBD crystal belonged to monoclinic space group and diffracted X-rays to

2.67 Å resolution. This crystal also contains four NPRBD monomers and four zinc ions, but only two molecules of MES (Table S1). In chain A

we modeled residues 51–173 (91–105 and 150–155 are disordered), in chain B residues 48–173 (93–101 are disordered), in chain C residues

50–173 (98–101 are disordered) and chain D residues 49–173 (93–102 are disordered). Nevertheless, collectively, these structures provide a

continuousmodel of the protein from residue 48 to 173, including RNA binding region and key epitopes (Figure 1C) and represent one of the

most complete NPRBD structure among coronavirus NP proteins (Figures 1A and 1B). The structures in two crystal forms show high level of

similarity to each other (superimposition of chain A (PDB id: 6yvo) and chain C (PDB id: 6wkp)) yielded a root-mean-square deviation,

r.m.s.d. of 0.48 Å across 116 Ca atom pairs and to SARS-CoV-1 and MERS (r.m.s.d. 1.84 Å/120 Ca atoms and 1.11 Å/120 Ca atoms), respec-

tively (Figures 1B and 1E). We used a high-resolution structure for a more detailed analysis. The structure of the NPRBD unit is made up of

b-sheet involving five b strands (b1, 56–57; b2, 84–90; b5,107–113; b6, 103–134; b7, 170–172) with anti-parallel topology b6[b2Yb5[b1Yb7[.

A protruding b hairpin (described as a palm region) is comprised of two strands (b3, 93–95; b4, 101–103), and opposite of the hairpin is a single

310-helix (h1, 79–82) (Figure 1D). The structure is very similar to a later deposited SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD structure (PDB id: 6m3m), which was also

obtained from an orthorhombic crystal form with four NPRBD units per asymmetric unit.33

Crystal structures of N-terminal RNA-binding domain/monoclonal antibodies complexes

Several mAbs were isolated using an antigen-bait sorting and single-cell sequencing approach from convalescent patients infected by SARS-

CoV-2. Several mAbs were purified and characterized and structures of five complexes with NPRBD were determined, three at high resolution

(NPRBD/S24-202 at 1.82 Å (PDB id: 7n3c), NPRBD/S24-1063 at 1.50 Å (PDB id: 7str), NPRBD/S24-1564 at 1.53 Å (PDB id: 7n3d), NPRBD/S24-188 at

2.90 Å (PDB id: 7sue), NPRBD/S24-1379 to 2.16 Å (PDB id: 7sts)) (Figure 3, Table S2). The NPRBD shows very similar conformation in all five com-

plexes (r.m.s.d. of Ca � 0.75 Å) and the structures are similar to free NPRBD, however some regions are disordered. The most complete are

NPRBD structures in complexes with S24-202 (residues 44–173), S24-1063 (residues 44–172), and S24-1379 (residues 50–172). The mAbs se-

quences, both heavy (HC) and light chain (LC), are partly sequence conserved and showing quite large variability in complement-determining

regions (CDRs) 1, 2 and 3 (Figure S1). The HC of S24-188 has a seven-residues insert prior to CDR3 compared to other mAbs in this study and

that of S24-202 has a two-residue insertion.

In our structures theNPRBD andmAbs show very strong surface complementarity (Figure S2). EachmAb recognizes a different set of NPRBD

epitopes (Figures 2 and 3A–3E). The structures revealed distinct CDRs for each mAbs complex with NPRBD (Figures 3A–3E and S3). Interest-

ingly, most epitopes are partly shared but residues from RNA-binding surface are not included in interactions, potentially suggesting that

epitope peptides are generated from the NP-RNA complex and that RNA protects some regions of NP from protease activity. S24–1564,
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S24–188, S24-202, and S24-1063 use epitope 136–144, however, involving different set of residues and few additional residues are shared be-

tween some mAbs (R68, D81). S24-1379 has a more divergent interactions than the others and uses exclusively 150–154 region. S24-1564, in

addition to 136–140, binds residues from sequence 124–126. In all five cases, the protein is recognized specifically by residues fromboth heavy

and light chains (Figures 3A–3E). S24-1063 is using a three-tyrosinesmotif for specific interactions (Figure S3) and has higher complementarity

with SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD than other coronaviruses. Structure alignment of mAbs/SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD complex with SARS-CoV-1 NPRBD and

withMERSNPRBD shows clashes or residuesmissing for interactions withmAbs (Figure S4). The interactions betweenmAbs andNPRBD involve

hydrogen bonds, including some that are water mediated, salt bridges, and van der Waals contacts. High affinity and specificity are accom-

plished through contacts provided by residues coming from different CDRs (Figures 3A–3E, S1, and S3). For S24–1564, S24-1379, and

S24-1063 residues from all three HC CDRs and two LC CDR1 and 3 contribute to binding (Figures 3B, 3C and 3D). For S24-188 only residues

fromHCCDR3, LCCDR1 and one non-CDR residues (R68) contribute to binding (Figure 3A) and for S24-202, only residues fromHCCDR3 and

two LC CDR1 and 3 contribute to binding (Figure 3E). There are some common and some very distinctive patterns. For example, all five an-

tibodies use tyrosine residues to recognizeNPRBD. S24-1063 uses a set of four (Figures 3G and S3) and S24-1564 a set of three tyrosine residues

for recognition (Figure 3B). In contrast, S24-202 uses two arginine residues for binding (Figure 3F). For S24-188, 202, 1063 and 1564 the epi-

topes and specific amino acid sequence of interacting residues is conservedbetween SARS-CoV-1 andCoV-2 butMERS has severalmutations

Figure 1. Structure of protein NPRBD from SARS-CoV-2 and comparison of NPs from SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV-1 and MERS

Two structures of NPRBD in two crystal forms – (A) orthorhombic (PDB id: 6vyo, 1.70 Å, magenta) and monoclinic (PDB id: 6wkp, 2.67 Å, green), these structures

provide a complete model of the protein from residue 48 to 173, including RNA binding region and key epitopes.

(B) Comparison of NPRBD structures from SARS-CoV-2 (PDB id: 6vyo, magenta), SARS-CoV-1 (PDB id: 2ofz, blue), MERS (PDB id: 2kL2, yellow), HCoV-NL63 (PDB

id: 5n4k, dark green), and HCoV-OC43 (PDB id: 4j3k, pale blue). Zinc ion is shown as a magenta sphere.

(C) NPRBD B- and T cell epitopes are conserved between SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2: 48–69, 138–146, 153–173 (yellow surface) except for residues 63 (D/E),

65 (K/R), and 157 (I/T).

(D) Sequence alignment of NPRBD from SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV-1, MERS, HCoV-NL63, HCoV-OC53, Murine hepatitis virus A57, Avian infectious bronchitis virus

(AIBV), and Equine Coronavirus NC99 (ECoV-NC99): sequence numbering and secondary structure elements on top of sequence alignment are from the SARS-

CoV-2 NPRBD. Yellow asterisks on top of the sequence indicate key residues recognized by mAbs.

(E) Superimposed structures shown in ribbon drawing: magenta for SARS CoV-2, light brown for SARS-CoV-1 and dark green for MERS. Conserved residues are

indicated in red for sequence alignment and blue for the NPRBD structure (SARS-CoV-2). Residues involved in contacts with mAbs fragments are shown in stick

drawing with the residue numbers labeled in black. The residue numbers for the conserved residues that are interacting with Fabs labeled in blue. ** Only a few

conserved residues A119, G137, A138 and P151 are interacting with Fab.
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and these mAbs may not cross-react. In contrast in S24-1379 complex interacting residues are very conserved and this mAb may cross react

with SARS and MERS NPs.

We have compared interactions of mAbs and nanobodies (sdAbs) specifically recognizing NPRBD using structures available in PDB (Fig-

ure 4). The mAbs and sdAbs targeting the NPRBD show quite divergent epitopes, that nevertheless include known conserved NPRBD

B- and T cell epitopes (Figure 1C). Except for mAbs S24–202, S24-1063, and S24-1564, which occupy the most common binding site, other

mAbs and sdAbs exploit different surfaces of NPRBD in a manner that allow several pairs of mAbs and sdAbs simultaneously bind to the pro-

tein. Such complexes of mAbs were described previously for SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD.30 Interestingly, the antibody and nanobody interactions

seem to exclude single and double-stranded RNA binding surfaces (Figure 4).

Modeling full length SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid protein reveal surfaces for interactions

The obligate homodimeric structure of NPCTD domain and other work suggested that the downstream unstructured tail mediates further self-

association into tetramer, hexamer, and potentially higher oligomeric forms that can enhance RNA-binding and virion assembly and poten-

tially enhance infectivity.23 Other studies have suggested that the protein’s N-terminal region, including the RNA-binding domain, can also

self-associate, highlighting the possibility that assembly of full-length nucleocapsid is mediated by cooperative interactions among several

interfaces and RNA.24One critical step in coronavirus replication is the assembly of the viral genomic RNA andNprotein into an RNP complex,

which in betacoronaviruses forms a helical filament structure that accumulates at the curved membrane and is packaged into virions through

interactions of its C-terminal domain with the Mmembrane protein.34 Here, we show a model of SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid as an intertwined

dimer similar to that of related betacoronaviruses (Figure 5). To generate full length dimeric N protein, we used a combination of known X-ray

and NMR structures, including complexes with RNA and AF2 predicted and simulated model. We mapped on this dimer mutated residues

identified in the omicron variant that significantly increased SARS-CoV-2 virulence.35 Our 3D models present protein surfaces available for

potential interactions that can be exploited in antibody and vaccine development. The assembly of NP dimers into higher-order helical fil-

aments is not well understood, but likely involves cooperative interactions between the dimerization domain and other regions of the protein,

plus the bound RNA but it seems that higher-order assembly requires both the dimerization domain and the extended, disordered

C-terminus of the protein. Together with previously publishedwork it reveals the structure and RNA-binding properties, assembly, and higher

order architecture of the nucleocapsid.

Molecular simulation reveals the antibody/antigen interfacial dynamics

We then simulated the antibody bindingNPRBD structures to understand antibody binding selectivity on the epitope domains. The simulation

results are summarized using root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) and number of antibody residues that NPRBD is contacting with (cutoff at

10 Å), as shown in Figure 6. S24–202 and S24-1063 show a similar chain fluctuation, and S24-1379 show a divergent pattern in both chain fluc-

tuation andmultimer stacking. From the RMSF profile, the largest chain fluctuation is identified at the long b-hairpin, around residue Asp98. It

binds with the viral RNA, as shown in two NMR structures (PDB ids: 7act and 7acs), and is destabilized in the solvent environment, partially

assuming loop structure. The S24–202 and S24-1063 form a contacting interface with the 136–144 epitope of NPRBD with both the light

Figure 2. Structures of NPRBD complexes with mAbs, epitopes of the RNA binding domain of NP and interactions between NPRBD and mAbs

(A) NPs in the complexes are shown in magenta. Light and heavy chains for each complex are shown in different color.

(B) Overall NPRBD are shown in faded green and the epitopes interacting with CDR3 is indicated with magenta, green for CDR1, and cyan for CDR2.
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and heavy chains. The residues 136–140 are binding with the heavy chain and residues 140–144 with the light chain. In addition, NPRBD also

binds with mainly the light chain using residues 120–123, and exclusively with the heavy chain involving residues Gln70 and Pro80, with lower

contacting occurrence.

The NPRBD/S24-1379 complex shows a completely different binding profile as the result of the packing of two antibody/antigen pairs. We

focus on chain C NPRBD that binds with both antibodies and its counterpart NPRBD in the dimer, labeled as chain D. The two antibodies are

tagged based on their number of contacts with chain C. The primary antibody is labeled with chain H and L for its heavy and light chain, respec-

tively, and the secondary with chain H1 and L1. The primary epitope at the binding interface is involves residues 150–154, the same as it in the

crystal structure. It binds with both the primary heavy and light chains of S24-1379. There is also contact around residue Pro117 ofNPRBD with the

antibody heavy chain. Moreover, the NPRBD also contacts with the second antibody/antigen pair in the dimer. It mainly contacts with its coun-

terpart NPRBD, chain D, and the secondary light chain, chain L1. Notably, theNPRBD residues 157–166, bound to chain D, is within one of the well-

established epitopes, 153–173. Contacts are also found around residues 74–80, between the NPRBD and both chains D and L1.

This antibodybinding suppresses the local chain fluctuations ofNPRBD, with stable bindingbetween the antibody andantigen. Lower RMSF is

found at the binding regions. For example, the 150–154 and 74–80 domains of NPRBD/S24-1379 showmuch lower RMSFs than those of NPRBD/

S24-1564 andNPRBD/S24-1063, due to thebinding interface.Comparingwith the result from the simulationof full-lengthNP, the antibodybound

NPRBDs show lower RMSF as well (Figure S5). The binding of antibody disrupts the natural dynamic fluctuation of the NPRBD domain.

DISCUSSION

The two NPRBD structures are very similar to SARS-CoV-1 (PDB id: 2ofz), MERS-CoV (PDB id: 6kL2), HCoV-NL63 (PDB id: 5n4k), and HCoV-

OC43 (PDB id: 4j3k), which are 92%, 59%, 46%, and 46% identical, respectively in the NPRBD region. Although some parts of the structure

show different conformations (N- and C-termini, orientation of palm region) some others show remarkable conformational conservation

(for example region 151–162 as indicated with two arrows in Figure 1B). Our structures are also similar to the NMR structure of the SARS-

CoV-1 NPRBD.36 Thus, while SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD shares relatively low sequence similarity with other coronaviral NPs, the core topology is

conserved and like that of other RNA binding proteins (Figures 1D and 1E).

Figure 3. Specific interactions between NPRBD and mAbs

(A–E) Details of interaction between NPRBD andmAbs. NPRBD is shown in magenta, magenta residues in sticks are involved in interactions with mAbs, hydrophilic

interactions (i.e., H-bonds) are shown in dotted lines, others are for hydrophobic (van derWaals) interactions. Heavy chains and light chains of mAbs are indicated

in different colors and the interacting residues are shown in sticks.
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The SARS-CoV-2 NP protein has several well-established epitope regions (45–69, 89–104, 138–146, 153–173, 185–197, 277–287 and 378–

390).37–39 The first four are present in NPRBD and they are moderately conserved among multiple a/b coronaviruses strains including SARS-

CoV-1 and MERS (Figure 1D). This suggests a common origin and potential pre-existing immunity. The immune response is complex and is

evolving as host adaptation is detected. Noticeable maturation of non-neutralizing, non-protective antibodies to nucleocapsid and ORF8 is

observed over time. This highlights the need for periodic vaccination to stimulate the production of spike-specific neutralizing mAbs.28

Structural biology plays an important role in addressing challenges createdby emergingpathogens globally, as it was shown for COVID-19

pandemic. Structural genomics programs developed high-throughput protein production pipelines capable of generating reagents for

biochemical and biophysical characterization. During the COVID-19 pandemic, these reagents were rapidly produced and shared with

biology community. Structure determination pipelines using X-ray crystallography with synchrotron radiation and by electron microscopy us-

ing cryo-EM facilities quite rapidly determined structures of many proteins and complexes from the emerging pathogen. These efforts sup-

ported functional studies, helped identifying small molecule leads for therapeutics and antibodies for diagnostics and treatments.30,40–42 In

fact, our studies contributed to the 4-fold improvement of nucleocapsid detection for application in lateral flowdiagnostic tests.30,40–42 Impor-

tantly, in the spirit of collaboration, all data were shared enabling high-performance computational analysis and application artificial intelli-

gence and machine learning approaches for drug discovery. Structural biology teams established highly productive collaborations that re-

sulted in important contributions to fight pandemic. However, this was still too slow and there are significant challenges to tackle and

considerably improve response to future pandemics.

Structural characterization of human mAbs complexes with NP provide basis for identifying interactions and may be crucial for early diag-

nosis of SARS-CoV-2 and other pathogens. As such, a better understanding of the SARS-CoV-2 NP’s structure, and structural differences be-

tween it and NPs of related coronaviruses including SARS-CoV-1, may aid the development of sensitive and specific immunological tests.

Our structures provide high quality model of NPRBD obtained under different conditions and crystal packing environment. This domain is

very stable and shows a well-defined fold. Zinc binding was observed in both crystal forms. Conserved epitopes are presented on the protein

surface, but they do not overlap with RNA binding surface. Structures of complexes of mAbs with NPRBD revealed distinct CDRs fromboth HC

and LC for each mAbs complex. CDR1-3 of these mAbs are diverse but bind the same NPRBD, using similar epitopes. The mAbs interact with

NPRBD using the residues fromdifferent regions of HC and LC. The overall conformation of NPRBD in the complexes are quite similar, however,

the orientations of NPRBD in the complexes relative to mAbs can be dramatically different (Figure 2).

NPRBD in complex with S24-1379 utilizes a distinct, more divergent epitope than the other complexes, which sharesmost parts of epitopes,

including residues 136–140. Interactions involve hydrophobic contacts, direct and water mediated hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. The

epitope of residues 136–142 is buried at the dimer interface but other epitopes residues 124–126 identified only for Fab S24-188 and residues

151–154 for S24-1379 are exposed. Conservation of epitopes sequences suggests that some isolated mAbs may cross react with SARS and

MERSNPs. Our data show that more than one antibody can bind simultaneously to SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD as was reported previously.30 This can

increase detection sensitivity level.

Figure 4. The mAbs and nanobodies (sdAbs) targeting the NPRBD common but more divergent epitopes

mAbs and nanobodies (sdAbs) exploit and bind different sites of NPRBD except for mAbs S24–202, S24-1063, and S24-1564 which occupy the most common site.

However, RNA (ds or ss) binding site is not a part of this epitope. Every chain of antibody fragments binding to NPRBD are labeled and colored differently, ds-RNA

(magenta) and ss-RNA (purple) from the structures of PDB ids 7acs and 7act respectively, are indicated by sticks and spheres, respectively. NPRBD is shown in fade

green surface and the conserved NPRBD B- and T cell epitopes is shown in yellow surface. (A) represent front view and (B) back view of the structure.
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The full-length model of SARS-CoV-2 NP dimer and its complex with RNA allow to explain several previously reported results. It was

observed that several NP residues - P13L, and deletionD31-33 - whenmutated in the omicron variant significantly increase virus proliferation.

In the dimer of full-length NP these are located close to RNA binding surface (P13L and D31-33) and on the opposite site of the dimer most

likely involved in formation higher order assembly. TheMD simulations reveal dynamics of mAb-NP interactions including the conformational

landscape and transitions. Antibody binding to NPRBD attenuates the natural dynamic fluctuation.

It appears that mAbs can also bind to NP/RNA complex as epitopes seems accessible for mAbs. Structural characterization of human

mAbs complexes with NPRBD provide a basis for understanding interactions and may be crucial for early diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 and other

pathogens. The overall conformations of NPRBD in all the complexes are similar. The mAbs and sdAbs binding to the NPRBD recognize quite

divergent epitopes allowing for pairs of antibodies to bind as it was reported previously (Figure 4).30,40–42 Interestingly, human NP targeting

mAbs from COVID-19 convalescents play essential roles in the inhibition of complement hyperactivation.26

Limitations of the study

This study presents structures of SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid N-terminal domain and its complexes with human antibodies. Although wemade

several attempts, we failed to obtain crystal structure of the full length of theNP, therefore we resorted to produce computationalmodels that

include NPRBD, NPCTD and the linker. Future experimental structuresmay improve thesemodels. We also provide a dimer model. Some parts

of our structures are poorly ordered or completely disordered. Our structures also are missing phosphorylation sites that are important for

some protein activities. It is not clear what is the role of zinc ions, and more studies are needed. Based on the sequence conservation and

structural similarity presented here, we hypothesize that human antibodies may cross-react with SARS and MERS nucleocapsid targets,

but we do not have direct evidence and further characterization is needed.

Figure 5. Model of full-length SARS-CoV-2 NP dimer in complex with RNA

(A) The dimeric AF2 predicted and simulated full-length SARS-CoV-2NPmodel (cyan and dark blue) is shown. For AF2model prediction, theNMR structure of the

NPRBD of the NP in the complex with 10 base-ssRNA (PDB id: 7act) was used as a template.

(B) The NP model (in cyan and dark blue) is superimposed with the structures of NPRBD in the complex with single stranded RNA (PDB id: 7act) (orange) and the

dimer of theC-terminal domains (light green and light yellow) (PDB id: 7f2e). RMSDofmatching Ca atoms (105) of monomers is 1.49 Å for theNPRBD and 1.12 Å for

matching 185 Ca atoms from dimers between NPCTD. The ssRNA are also shown in magenta sticks.

(C) Mutated residues identified in the omicron variant are indicated on the model: P13L, R203K and G204R in red sticks, deletion mutations (D31-33) are shown in

red on the cartoon drawing.

(D) The epitopes recognized by 5 Fabs are indicated in magenta and orange (found only in the NPRBD/S24-1379 structure) on the NPRBD of both monomers of the

model. The epitope of residues 136–142 is buried at the dimer interface but other epitopes residues 124–126 identified only for Fab S24-188 and residues 151–154

for S24-1379 are exposed.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

S24-1063 This work N/A

S24-1564 This work N/A

S24-1636 This work N/A

S24-178 This work N/A

S24-188 This work N/A

S24-202 This work N/A

Bacterial and virus strains

E. coli Bl21(De3)-Gold Sigma-Aldrich 69450-M

CD3-/CD19+/Antigen-PE/APC+ Thermo Fisher 22-1903-72

293T cells Thermo Fisher K1687

Biological samples

Expression plasmid pMCSG53 N/A N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Tobacco Etch Mosaic Virus protease Expressed and produced in the lab Ref. 44

LB Lennox medium Research Products International L24045–5000.0

Ni2+ Sepharose Cytiva 17526802

Flex-Column Capital Scientific KIM-420401-2510

Superdex S200 16/600 column Cytiva 28989335

Protein A agarose beads Thermo Fisher 20334

MCSG1-4 crystallization screens Anatrace 50-109-1424/50-109-1514/

50-109-1705/50-109-1609

SaltRX, INDEX Hampton HR2-136/HR2-134

PACT JBS Jena BioScience CS-207L

Proplex HT-96 Molecular Dimensions MD1-Y2

Critical commercial assays

B cell EasySep� enrichment kit STEMCELL 19054

PDB Deposited data

NPRBD coordinates This work PDB 6vyo

NPRBD coordinates This work PDB 6wkp

NPRBD/S24-1379 coordinates This work PDB 7sts

NPRBD/S24-188 coordinates This work PDB 7sue

NPRBD/S24-1063 coordinates This work PDB 7str

NPRBD/S24-1564 coordinates This work PDB 7n3c

NPRBD/S24-202 coordinates This work PDB 7n3d

Human subjects No human cohorts were used for these studies,

only discarded blood cell byproducts from

plasma donations by anonymous donor to

the University of Chicago blood bank.

N/A

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for reagents should be addressed to the lead contact, Dr. Andrzej Joachimiak (andrzejj@anl.gov).

Materials availability

Synthetic genes for the following Fabs were generated by Integrated DNA Technologies: S24–1063, S24–1564, S24–1636, S24–178, S24–188

and S24-202 and for NPRBD synthetic gene UniProtKB – P0DTC9 res. 48–173 by Twist Biosciences.

Data and code availability

Data: further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Andrzej Joa-

chimiak, Structural Biology Center, X-ray Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois 60439, USA, Phone: 630-252-3926;

fax: 630-252-6126; e-mail: andrzejj@anl.gov.

Code: the atomic coordinates, structure factors and protein sequences have been deposited in the PDB under accession codes 6vyo

(https://doi.org/10.2210/pdb6VYO/pdb), and 6wkp (https://doi.org/10.2210/pdb6WKP/pdb) for NPRBD and 7str https://doi.org/10.2210/

pdb7STR/pdb), 7n3c (https://doi.org/10.2210/pdb7N3C/pdb), 7sts (https://doi.org/10.2210/pdb7STS/pdb), 7sue (https://doi.org/10.2210/

pdb7SUE/pdb), and 7n3d (https://doi.org/10.2210/pdb7N3D/pdb) for NPRBD/S24-1063, NPRBD/S24-1564, NPRBD/S24-1379, NPRBD/S24-

188, and NPRBD/S24-202, respectively. These data are freely available to scientific community.

Human samples

No human cohorts were used for these studies, only discarded blood cell byproducts from plasma donations by anonymous convalescent

patient infected by SARS-CoV-2 donating to the University of Chicago blood bank. Several mAbs were isolated using an antigen-bait sorting

and single-cell sequencing approach. The sequences of Fabs are available in the PDB under accession codes 7str, 7n3c, 7sts, 7sue, and 7n3d

for NPRBD/S24-1063, NPRBD/S24-1564, NPRBD/S24-1379, NPRBD/S24-188, and NPRBD/S24-202, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

No applicable to this study.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Recombinant DNA

NPRBD synthetic gene UniProtKB –

P0DTC9 res. 48-173

Twist Biosciences N/A

Fab synthetic genes Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

Software and algorithms

HKL3000 suite W. Minor, M. Cymborowski, Z. Otwinowski

and M. Chruszcz43
https://hkl-xray.com/hkl-3000

CCP4 package Collaborative Computational Project44 https://www.ccp4.ac.uk

Molrep software A. Vagin and A. Teplyakov45 molrep-automated program for

molecular replacement

Coot P. Emsley and K. Cowtan46 https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

personal/pemsley/coot/

Phenix Cambridge University; Duke University;

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory;

Los Alamos National Laboratory47

https://www.phenix-online.org/

Refmac G. N. Murshudov, P. Skubak, A. A. Lebedev,

N. S. Pannu, R. A. Steiner, R. A. Nicholls et al.48
Refmac version 5.0.32 - macromolecular

refinement program

SWISS-MODEL Schwede, T. et al.49 https://swissmodel.expasy.org

AlphaFold2 Jumper, J. et al.50 https://www.deepmind.com/

open-source/alphafold

OpenMM software package Bajpai, S. et al.51 https://openmm.org

Particle Mesh Ewald method Chen, L. et al.52 https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jctc.0c01185
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METHOD DETAILS

Gene cloning, protein expression and purification of NPRBD

Gene fragment coding of nucleocapsid protein from SARS-CoV-2 was codon-optimized for efficient expression in E. coli. The coding

sequence of NPRBD comprising residues Asn48 to Ala173 (UniProtKB – P0DTC9) was synthesized and cloned into pMCSG53 by Twist Biosci-

ences, USA. Cloning into pMCSG53 vector introduced a His6-tag at the N-terminus of NP RBD, followed by a cleavage site for Tobacco Etch

Mosaic Virus (TEV) protease.53 For NPRBD expression, the plasmid was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3)-Gold cells (Stratagene) using heat-

shock.54 After the transformation, bacterial cells were precultured overnight at 37�C in 100 mL of LB Lennox medium supplemented with

40 mM K2HPO4 and 160 mg/L of ampicillin. Subsequently, 40 mL of overnight cultures was used to inoculate 4 L of LB with 40 mM

K2HPO4 and 160 mg/L ampicillin. Next, the cells were incubated at 37�C with 180 RPM shaking for approximately 3 h until reaching optical

density at 600 nm equal to 1. Subsequently, the bacterial culture was cooled down for 1 h in an incubator set to 4�C with 180 RPM shaking.

Expression of NPRBD was inducedwith 0.2mM isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, supplementedwith 0.1%glucose, and incubated over-

night at 16�C. Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4�C, 5000 RCF for 10min. Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer 50mM

HEPES pH8.0, 500mMNaCl, 5% v/v glycerol, 20mM imidazole, and 10mM b-mercaptoethanol (1 g of cells: 5mL of lysis buffer) for purification

or frozen and stored at �80�C until purification.

Bacterial cells were lysed by sonication on ice using 120 W output power for 5 min (4 s pulses of sonication followed by 20 s breaks). After

sonication, samples were centrifuged to remove cellular debris (30k RCF, 4�C, 1 h). We used a vacuum-assisted purification system to perform

NPRBD purification with immobilizedmetal affinity chromatography (IMAC).55 Using 5 mL of Ni2+ Sepharose (Cytiva) loaded on a Flex-Column

(420400–2510 Kontes, Capital Scientific) attached to a Vac-Man vacuum system (Promega), beads were equilibrated in a lysis buffer. The cell

lysate was loaded on the column, and Ni2+ Sepharose was washed using 20 column volumes of lysis buffer. For elution, the lysis buffer was

supplemented with imidazole up to 500 mM (pH 8). To remove His6-Tag after elution, we used TEV protease added in a molar ratio 1 TEV to

40 NPRBD and incubated for 24 h at 22�C. The protein was purified using second IMAC chromatography with flow through collected. TEV

cleavage leaves three residues SNA at the N-terminus of NPRBD. Next, NPRBD was concentrated using 10 kDa cutoff centrifugal protein con-

centrators (Merck-Millipore). Subsequently, we performed SEC of NPRBD using a Superdex S200 16/600 column attached to an ÅKTA xpress

(Cytiva) purification system. Size exclusion chromatography was done at 4�C in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, 500 mM NaCl, 5% (v/v)

glycerol, 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol, pH 8.0. Purified fractions of NPRBD from the middle of the SEC elution peak were concentrated to final

concentration of 50.0 mg/mL. Protein was flash cooled using 40 mL aliquots dropped directly into liquid nitrogen. Samples were stored at

�80�C. Upon thawing, the samples were used for crystallization experiments.

Preparation of mAbs/NPRBD complexes for crystallization

Fabs or mAbs (S24–1063, S24–1564, S24–1636, S24–178, S24-188, and S24-202 in concentration of 1.9–7.3 mg/mL) were obtained from

B-cells of COVID-19 convalescent patient.28 The mAbs were generated as previously described.28 Peripheral blood mononuclear cell

(PBMCs) was isolated from a subject upon recovery from SARS-CoV-2 viral infection and subsequently enriched for B cells using the

human pan B cell EasySep enrichment kit (STEMCELL). The COVID-19 antigen probes (NPRBD, SpikeRBD and ORF8) were generated

by conjugating distinct PE or APC-streptavidin (SA)-oligos (Biolegend) to each biotinylated antigen. The cells that were viable/CD3-/

CD19+/Antigen-PE/APC+ were sorted as probe positive B cells and immediately process for the generation of 10X Genomic libraries.

Via linking BCR to antigen specificity through sequencing (LIBRA-seq), B cells that specifically bound to SARS-CoV-2 NPRBD probe

with high intensity were chosen for further analysis. Immunoglobulin heavy and light chain genes obtained from VDJ sequencing anal-

ysis of NPRBD-specific clones were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. Cloning, transfection, and mAb purification have been

previously described.56 Briefly, sequences of NPRBD probe-specific B cells were cloned into human IgG1 expression vectors using

Gibson assembly, and heavy and light genes were co-transfected into 293T cells (Thermo Fisher). Secreted mAbs were purified from

the supernatant using protein A agarose beads (Thermo Fisher). The Fabs were mixed with NPRBD at ratio 1:1.2 and were incubated

for 30 min.

Crystallization experiments

Crystallizations screens were performed by the sitting-drop vapor-diffusion method in 96-well CrystalQuick plates (Greiner Bio-One).57 The

plates were set up using Mosquito liquid dispenser (TTP LabTech) utilizing 400 nL of NPRBD and the complexes with mAb fragments were

mixed with 400 nL of well solution and equilibrated against 135 nL reservoir solution. In all cases, the plates were incubated at 289 K. The

crystallization screening was performed using MCSG1 and MCSG4 (Anatrace), SaltRX (Hampton), PACT (Qiagen), Proplex HT-96 (Molecular

Dimensions) and INDEX (Hampton) screens. For NPRBD two crystal forms were obtained after three days: the orthorhombic crystals from the

condition containing 0.1MMES, 10mMzinc chloride and 20%PEG6000 at pH 6.0 and themonoclinic crystals grown at pH 6.5 using 0.1MMES

and 30% PEG4000. Crystals of the complexes of NPRBD andmAb fragments appeared after 2–3 days: the crystals of NPRBD/S24-1063 are from

the condition containing 0.1 M Bis-Tris pH 5.5 and 25% (w/v) PEG 3350, NPRBD/S24-1564 from 0.2 M magnesium chloride hexahydrate, 0.1 M

HEPES pH 7.5 and 25% (w/v) PEG 3350, NPRBD/S24-1379 from 0.2 M calcium chloride, 0.1 M Tris pH 8.0 and 20% (w/v) PEG 6000, NPRBD/S24-

188 from 0.1 M sodium citrate pH 5.6, 20% (w/v) PEG 4000, and 20% (v/v) 2-propanol, and NPRBD/S24-202 from 0.2 M potassium iodide and

20% (w/v) PEG 3350.
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Data collection, structure determination and refinement

Prior to flash-cooling in liquid nitrogen, the crystals were cryoprotected in their mother liquor supplemented with up to 25% of glycerol or

ethylene glycol. The X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out at 100 K, at the Structural Biology Center 19-ID beamline at the Advanced

Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory.58 The diffraction images were recorded on the PILATUS3 X 6M detector. The dataset was pro-

cessed and scaled with the HKL3000 suite.43 Intensities were converted to structure factor amplitudes in the Truncate program59,60 from the

CCP4 package.44 The NPRBD structure was determined bymolecular replacement (MR) usingMolrep45 implemented in the HKL3000 software

package and SARS-CoV-1 NPRBD structure (PDB id: 2ajf) as a search model. The monoclinic structure was solved by MR with a refined SARS-

CoV-2 NPRBD as a model. In both cases, the initial solution was manually adjusted using Coot46 and then iteratively refined using Coot, Phe-

nix47 and Refmac.48,61 The structures of the complexes of NPRBD andmAb fragments were determined by an analogous protocol MR, with the

search models for the mAb fragments generated with SWISS-MODEL49 and the structure of NPRBD (PDB id: 6vyo) used as a probe for the

N protein search. In all NPRBD/Fab complexes, the initial solutions required significant manual adjustments, particularly for mAb fragments,

due to severe conformational discrepancies between the searchmodels and the electron density calculated from the solutions. The following

iterative refinement usingCoot and Phenix were carried out till the structures converged to reasonable Rw/Rfree with good stereochemistry. All

structures, except for NPRBD/S24-1063 (1.50 Å) and NPRBD/S24-1564 (1.53 Å), were refined with TLS parameterization of anisotropic displace-

ment parameters (ADP) and for the structures of NPRBD/S24-1063 and NPRBD/S24-1564 full ADP refinements were calculated. Throughout the

refinement, the same 5% of reflections were kept out throughout from the refinement (in both Refmac and Phenix refinements). The final

models show nearly complete polypeptide chains. The residues that have not beenmodeled due to the lack of interpretable electron density

for each of the structures are listed in Tables S1 and S2. The stereochemistry of the structure was checkedwithMolProbity62 and PROCHECK63

and validated with the PDB validation server. The data collection and processing statistics are given in Table S1. Data reported in this paper

will be shared by the lead contact upon request. The atomic coordinates, structure factors and protein sequences have been deposited in the

PDB under accession codes 6vyo, and 6wkp for NPRBD and 7str, 7n3c, 7sts, 7sue, and 7n3d for NPRBD/S24-1063, NPRBD/S24-1564, NPRBD/S24-

1379, NPRBD/S24-188, and NPRBD/S24-202, respectively. This paper does not report original code. Any additional information required to re-

analyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

AlphaFold and molecular dynamics simulations

The full sequence of SARS-CoV-2 NP was modeled with AlphaFold2 multimer models.50 The input fasta file consisted of two identical chains.

The prediction was performed onNvidia V100GPUs and it generated 5 structures from 5 independent AlphaFoldmodels. The structures were

ranked by model confidence score.

MD simulation can provide valuable insights of protein dynamics in atomistic scale. To understand the binding betweenNPRBD andmAbs,

we simulated the 3 structures of NPRBD/S24 complexes (202, 1063, 1379) with the most complete RBD structures. NPRBD/S24-202 and NPRBD/

S24-1063 consist of a single mAbs with a heavy chain and a light chain, and NPRBD. NPRBD/S24-1379 is a dimer with two sets of antibody/an-

tigen pairs. The MD simulations were carried out via OpenMM software package on CUDA platform with mixed precision.51 The molecular

topologies were parameterized with the charmm27 force field.64 Each systemwas solvated in a 153 nm3 box with tip3p water model andmini-

mized/equilibrated as outlined in previous studies.65 The simulations were run with 2 fs timestep that was integrated using Langevin inte-

grator at 310 K with 1 ps�1 heat bath friction coefficient. The pressure was maintained at 1 bar with Monte Carlo Barostat. The nonbonded

interactions were cutoff at 1 nm, and the long-range coulombic force was calculatedwith ParticleMesh Ewaldmethod.52 The simulation wrote

to the trajectory every 50 ps for 200 ns and 3 replicas. We then assessed the chain stability with Root-Mean-Square Fluctuation. We also run

MD simulation on the full-length NP structure from the AlphaFold to understand the binding antibody impact to the NPRBD dynamics.
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